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TCSJOHNHUXLEY broadens the range of Qorex Electronic Gaming Solutions 

 

G2E 2017 provided the perfect showcase for TCSJOHNHUXLEY to debut new additions to the Qorex 

Electronic Gaming Solutions range.  

 

Powered by the GFL Gaming module which provides exciting live and automated game content, the 

ergonomically designed Qorex Terminal was launched as a smaller 23” cabinet in addition to the 

existing 27” version.  

 

This new 23” cabinet incorporates all the features of the original larger terminal, but has been designed 

to provide a more compact footprint – ideal when space is at a premium or there’s a restriction on the 

number of tables.  

 

Steph Nel, TCSJOHNHUXLEY General Manager for the Americas comments, “Our original Qorex 

terminal has one of the largest HD screens available on an EGT, providing unrivalled graphics and 

clear live video of wheels or intelligent shoes. However, we realized the benefits of being able to offer a 

smaller, 23” terminal for casinos that may have limited floor space and would benefit from the space 

saving footprint. We have been able to pack in all the same features to the smaller terminal, illustrating 

how flexible the range can be.”  

Also, debuting in the Americas was the latest design Qorex Fixed Tablet Table, featuring integrated 

note acceptors and ticket printers that have been cleverly designed with interlocking modules, so they 

can be configured easily to fit any space or requirement. This also allows them to be easily integrated 

into custom furniture or bars. Displayed as a 6-player unit with a built in SaturnTM Auto Wheel, Qorex 

Tablet Table features fixed tablets that incorporate the same consistent User Interface found in all 

Qorex products. This allows the player to navigate easily from game to game as well as transitioning 

from terminals to tablets. 
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